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SECTION _ A

This Section contains very short answer questions, Answer all questions :

1. How the llnear uniformity of space affects linear momentum ?

2- What do you mean by a conseavative system ?

3. Define a central force. Give an example..

4. Wrte dov./n lhe relation connecting radius vector, linear momentum andangular
momentum.

Give an example ol a holonomic constraint.

Write down thb D'Alembert's principle.

Whal are the lactors on which Lagrangian is dependent on ?

Are two events occurring at the same point simultaneous in all inertial frames.

ls length an absolute quantity ?

What are tachyons ? (10x1=10 Marks)
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SECTION _ B

" This Section contains short answer questions (answer I queslions) :

'I 1. Write down the relation connecting torque and angular momenlum and obtain
the law ol conservation of angular momentum.
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'12. Explain the homogeneity of flow of time and conservation ol energy.

13. Distinguish between elastic and inelastic collisions.

14. What is meant by the term cross-seclion of scattering ?

'15. How constraints attect the degree ot tleedom ol a syslem ? lllustrate.

16. Write down the Lagrange's equation 6f motion. what is the physicalmeaning of
the term Lagrangian ?

17. Write any advantage of Lagrangian formalism over NeMonian formalism.

18.'Distinquish between inertial and nonfiertial frames ol references.

'19. Discuss the ettects ol coriolis lorce aS a result of earthls motion.

20. Write down the postulales of the special theory of relalivity.

2.1 . What is twin paradox in the theory ol special relativity ?

22. Discuss the principle of equivaience of,mass anq energy.

SECTION - C .

This section contains short essay questions (answer 6 questions) :

A bullet of mass I O gm strikes a pallistic oendululr of mass 2kg. The centre ol
mass ol the pendulum rises to a verlical hglg!! qt lZ!!L Assuming that the
bu,let remains embedded in lhe pendulum, calculate its inilial speed. 

rn\ 4
Obtain the Lagrange's equation for a simple pendulum.

1,Prove that acceleration is invarianl under Galilean transformations.

23. Show that if the potential energy ol a system does not depend on time explicitly,
its mechanical energy is conserved. dJ = @_

24. Calculate the reduced mass o{ hydrogen molecule. 
7l 5

25. Tihe maximurn and minimum veloeitigg ol a satellite ale v,u, and v.,n,

respectively. Prove that the eccenkicity of the sateliite is 
" 

= f5*.

-2-

.(8x2=16 Marks)
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28.
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29. ln a laboratory, the lile-time of a particlo moving with speed 2.8x108 m/sec is
observed to be 2.5x10 7 sec. Determine the proper lifelime of the particle.

30. Show lhat for a particle moving with velocity equal to that of light has zero rest
mass

31 . Distinguish between space-like and time-like intervals. (6x4=24 Marks)

SECTION _ D

This seclion contains long essay queslions (answer 2 questions) :

32. Prove that a.translational symmetry leads to conservation ot Iinear momentum
and rotational symmetry resulls in conservation ol angular mgmentum.

33. State Kepler's laws of planetary motion and prove them by treating the motion
ol planets as one body equivalent problem.

34. Obtain Lagrange's equations for a conservalive system lrom D'Alembert's
pnnciple.

35. Obtain Lorentz translormation equations ror co-ordinates and time for two inertial
frames. (2x15=30 Marks)
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